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Geographies of Racism
and Inequality
Peruvian Household Workers Navigate
Spaces ofServitude

KATHERINE MAICH

They eat meat, and you say to them: "Could you give me a bit of meat
for my rice?"
"No, there are eggs over there," th ey tell you, "there are eggs in the fridge."
And they get the meat.
Juana, 28, household worker, Cusco
Se necesita chi ca para casa. Cama a dentro. (Girl neededfor house. Live in,)
Paseo de la Republica, Lima, Peru, November 2012
Peru1 is currently understood as one of the fastest growing nee-liberal
economies in South America, one whose wealth and political power is highly
concentrated in the capital, creating an extremely centralised nation and
fuelling a massive rural to urban labour migration. The country's history is a
storied and profound one, as along with India, China, Mesoamerica, Egypt and
Mesopotamia, Peru is considered a "cradle of civilization" Just north of Lima,
the city-state of Caral is now understood to be the site of a highly organised
and complex society dating back to 2600 BC, well over 4,000 years prior to the
more popularly recognised In can construction of Machu Picchu, near Cusco.
Centuries later, after years of trade relations, geographical fluctuation
and fluidity between numerous indigenous cultures during many epochs,
including the Pre-Ceramica, Inicial de la Ceramica, Formativa, Auge,
Fusional and Imperial periods, the Spanish Conquista era began after
2
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Francisco Pizarro captured Atahualpa, the Incan king, and occupied Tumbes
in northwest Peru. Through violence and co-optation, the Spanish colonists
extended and enforced their power throughout Peru, concentrating resources
and wealth in the capital of Lima, la Ciudad de las Reyes (the City of the Kings).
Thus, an entirely new system of colonisation took hold, shifting forever the
trajectory of Peru as well as other nearby occupied lands throughout the entire,
continent. Indigenous cultures were systematically exploited and purposefully
undermined by European colonialism. Land was stolen and pre-Columbian
tribute systems were altered as the members of the indigenous population were
subjected to practices of repartimiento (distribution) by paying tribute to the
encomendero (agent), who extracted funds and labour from those subjected to
this colonial legal system.3 Lacking other economic alternatives, indigenous
women were often forced into providing servicio personal (domestic service)
in the homes of Spaniards where their bodies were regularly subjected to the
physical, sexual and verbal abuses of the colonial domain.
Criollo (of Spanish descent) political leaders Jose de San Martin and
Sirn6n Bolivar are often thought of as 'liberators' of parts of South America
and Peru though the Peruvian War of Independence of 1821, though in fact
they also utilised violence to further their own self-interest in contested
power struggles over land, wealth and resources, thus casting suspicion on
their quest for 'independence'. Ffustrated with having to confer with the
crown in the 'old world' and with sharing the spoils of the occupation, the
Spanish settlers revolted. The crown was determined not to lose the profits
and resources that they had become accustomed to, and thus a bloody and
brutal war began. By gaining independence from the crown, the Spanish
settlers obtained the power and control of the occupied lands for themselves.
Though 1821 marked the establishment of an official 'independence', Peni.
was still reeling from forced cultural, religious, political, social and economj,c
changes enacted by the colonists and settlers. And this colonial legacy lives
on in modernised forms - the practice of domestic work is one example of the
continuity between a colonised past and a contemporary, colonised present.
As Susan Socolow notes:
In the 16th and 17th centuries young Indian women were taken from their
villages to work as domestics in nearby urban centers. By the 18th century,
the opportunity for domestic employment was a major factor in attracting
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poor rural women to the city ... throughout the colonial period, in-migration
offemale domestic labor, whether forced or voluntary, was a major factor in
producing a sexual imbalance in the region's urban population. Domestic
service drew young single women to the city and provided etr1ploymentfor up
to 75 percent of them. 4
Due to the effects of geopolitical shifts,forced migration and rapid urbanisation
throughout the country in the years since, economic opportunities continue
to remain sparse in the rural reaches of Peru, and thus many indigenous
internal migrants are forced to relocate and find work as trabajadoras del
hogal"-(household workers) in Lima. However, just as during the era of official
colonial rule, once there, they are situated within an extremely vulnerable and
isolated context. These women's Work is highly gendered, private and contained
within the intimate space of the home, where threats of verbal, emotional and
sexual abuse, isolation and discrimination based on race, ethnicity, gender
and class continue to persist in daily life.'
Profoundly entrenched European colonial relations persist in the
apartments and homes across wealthy districts ofthe capital, yet contemporary
Lime:fio society considers itself as moving 'ever so forward' by pushing costly
'modernisation' projects, developing its booming tourist industry, and
promoting its global culinary fame.
It is notable that much of Peru's tourism caters to wealthy English
speaking vacationers from the west, mainly travelling from the United States,
Canada and the UK. A number of backpackers also circulate throughout
the country, staying in cheap hostels and teaching English or volunteering
with nonprofit organisations. However, Peru's tourist push encourages
the bulk of moneyed tourists to visit the indigenous sites of, among others,
Caral, Cusco, Sacsayhuaman, Machu Picchu, Chan Chan and other re
discovered, 'unspoiled' lands of �he pre-Incan Lima, Moche, Chimu and
Incan civilisations. Tourist companies approach Iquitos (the largest city in the
Peruvian rainforest and the fifth-largest city of Peru) as a means to exoticise
the selva (rainforest) and its residents. All-inclusive packages boast "brief
sightseeing of Iquitos, boat trip by the Amazon River, lodging in 2 jungle
lodges, meals, visit to Yagua natives, hikes, shamans, birdwatching, canoe
ride, dolphin spotting and more".6 However, that tourist money is siphoned
back into profit-ventures and private companies. The excavation of the
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Moche's Huaca de la Luna (Temple of the Moon) in the ancient Moche capital
city of Cerro Blanco near Trujillo is on hold due to 'lack of national funds', but
condominium construction continues across the street from Huaca Pucllana
(the Moche's great pyramidal temple) in Lima's densely populated Miraflores
district, with only a thin strip of asphalt separating pre-Incan ruins from
the new marble floors of the upper class. "You don't even have to trek into
the Andes," Time Magazine states in its review of the top "10 Things to Do"
in Lima. Indeed, an upmarket restaurant shares the property of the ruins,
serving 'haute cuisine' "to make your visit even better .. [t]here's nothing like
dining while taking in 1,500-year-old views."7
My intervention and positionality
As a sociologist and workers' rights advocate in the US, I first travelled to
Peru in 2011 and reached out to household workers' organisations and unions
in order to learn about the effects of the Household Workers' Law (Ley de las
Trabajadores del Hagar) passed on 12 May 2003 by the Peruvian Congress
under President Alejandro Toledo, the first indigenous president to be
democratically elected in Peru's history. Previous experience8 had revealed
that most household workers are denied basic labour rights, and therefore I
wanted to study how and when the law impacted on this particular population.
After years of organising by Peruvian household worker groups and
women's organisations, and after several iterations, the final version of the
Household Workers' Law specifies working conditions around privacy in the
home, proposes schedules for frequency of salary, guarantees vacation time
and social security benefits, and obligates employers to pay for educational
access for school-age workers (household workers below the age of 14 are
prohibited). However, the law does not specify a minimum wage for household
worke.rs (as laws do for all other recognised workers in Peru). Instead, it
stipulates that a household worker's wage is only legally required to be ''of
mutual accord", which frequently creates a situation in which young migrant
girls from the provinces work for extremely low (and sometimes no) wages in
Lima. According to this law, household workers are only granted half of the
vacation days of other workers (25 days, rather than a full month) and they
are not required to receive a formal written contract with their employer (the
contract can either be in written or, much more commonly, in verbal form).
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Since ethnographic research has historically been problematic and oppressive,
I paid attention to situatedness and embedded power structures while
employing a critical feminist lens in an attempt to confront the problematic
past, paying keen attention to the insider/outsider lines of differentiation and
racial, economic and social power.9 Bound up within our varied standpoints
or 'lifeworlds' are lines of advantage, privilege and difference, and they
are enacted differently in particular contexts, especially with regard to
the power dynamics of conducting research. 10 As Nancy Naples cautions:
"Feminist ethnographers [must] emphasize the significance of locating and
analyzing particular standpoints in differing contexts to explicate relations of
domi'nation embedded in communities and social institutions."11
With that reflexivity in mind, when establishing contact with the groups
in the hopes of gaining organisational access, I positioned myself as a labour
researcher and PhD candidate in sociology with a focus on labour and gender,
clearly expressing my politics and interest in advancing domestic workers'
rights. I also used social networks of Limefio and extranjero (outsider) friends
and contacts in Lima, inquiring whether I could meet and, if granted consent,
interview their current or former household worker. This privileged access was
predicated upon exercising my social capital 'correctly' with these employers
to explain my project in a non-threatening, diplomatic way, and when
successful, allowed me to speak with workers who were isolated and largely
unaware of the existence of household workers' organisations. Wearing my
blue chaleca (jacket) from El Hogar de Rosita, one of the prominent household
worker advocacy organisations, I also approached household workers in parks
where they often gather together to care for their employers' children, parents
or dogs and create social space.
The intersectionality of my educational capital, social class and race was
complicated in Lima; as a highly educated, middle-class (by Lima standards,
I rerl.ted my own apartment in a well-off district), white, non-native, Spanish
speaking woman from a university in California, I enjoyed a great deal of
access, as nearly everyone opened up to share a story about their thoughts on
the Household Workers' Law. These stories, direct from the lived experience
of household workers, advocates, lawyers and employers, spoke to each other's
experiences and built on each other to demonstrate particular themes. They
reveal how geography and architecture delineate neighbourhoods, space
inside the home, and even how and what food is consumed, thus reproducing

the deep roots of colonial relations inside middle- and upper-class Limefio
homes. In highly centralised Peru, this colonial legacy is demonstrated in a
number of ways: it is lived out through race and class relations, limitations on
or access to future trajectories, and via spatial relations, with space as both a
social construct and as a material manifestation of power.
Additionally, my paper examines implications of attempts to regulate these
relations, since Peru passed national labour protections for household workers
over ten years ago, though with negligible improvements in their lives. The law
holds tremendous internal contradictions, yet it potentiallypresents a challenge
to longstanding colonial legacies that permeate intimate labour relations in
the home. How do the implementation and specifics of this legislation come to
bear on the lives of those it attempts to protect, offer benefits to, or bring into
political inclusion? The law can seem like a very distant tool of privilege rather
than of justice when lived out as only a formality. Thus, I begin by asking, can
the law intervene? How and when, and with what consequences? However,
because this law is premised upon a legal system that is colonial in nature,
I also ask, whose law is this, who does it belong to, and who does it 'protect'
- those populations it regulates, or in fact, those in positions of power who
shaped the law to their own benefit? My contribution here allows us to utilize
a case study of domestic work to investigate how a colonial legal system fails to
work for the benefit of those it was originally designed to oppress.
This essay explores the deeply ingrained nature of colonial relations
in contemporary Limefio society, highlighting the gendered, racialised
and class-based practices of household work and child labour. Based on
ten months of in-depth interviews and participant observation-based
fieldwork in Lima between 2012-14, driven by the desire to understand and
interrogate the dynamics of household labour in Lima in its current form, this
essay investigates the nature of the spatial divisions that mark distinctions
of discrimination in the street, home and body. This research lays bare the
embedded structural racism at play in Lima, demonstrating that colonialism
lives on and much needs to be done to end oppressive practices.
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Colonial relations lived out: paso a paso, sip by sip, bite by bite
Geography and architecture segregate everything: from that which is
within the home for cama adentro (live-in) household workers, to which
I
I
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neighbourhoods cama afuera (live out) household workers populate, to the
particular elevator or door they use to enter their employer's home, and even
down to the spoon, fork, knife, table, and quality and quantity of food used for
meals. Cecilia, a 52-year-old household worker from Jumbilla in the province
ofBongara, said emphatically:

Suspected theft is prevalent in discourses around trust with employers,
though laced with irony as these employers themselves, usually criollo, are
the contemporary 'settlers' squatting on land violently appropriated by their
European ancestors from the very indigenous people subjected to doing domestic

work in the intimate space of their home. Cecilia's obligation to eat with a
separate plate and spoon, set aside from the family's cutlery, signifies deep-rooted
hierarchy and racialised fear of 'mixing' and 'contamination' by a 'lower' racial
group. Further employer discourses are laden with racialised stereotypes around
cleanliness and character directed at women from the provinces, reminiscent of
racial segregation and Jim Crow legislation in the US in the mid-20th century.
This racist legislation designated specific, lesser-quality space and facilities solely
to be utilised by black people in the US, just as predominantly brown and black
household workers in Peru are relegated to using certain bathrooms, sitting on
certain furniture, and eating off their own plates, lest they potentially 'touch' the
employers' belongings (except to clean them, of course).
The paradox continues. Those who must 'do the dirty work' of cleaning
up other people's messes and restoring impeccable order to the home are
considered 'dirty,' 'sick,' or 'lesser'.As Frantz Farron remarks, "[t]he perpetrator
is the black man; Satan is black; one talks of darkness; when you are filthy
you are dirty-and this goes for physical dirt as well as moral dirt".12 This
is reminiscent of Edward Said's reminder that there are no ''empty" spaces
in the world; that which is symbolically represented as shadowed or dark
is equated with dirt, gloom, despair, lack of worth and filth. "You would be
surprised at the number of expressions that equate the black man with sin,"
Farron states. And this extends into the realm of consciousness and morality
as well with a "dark/bad==black" and "light/good==white" division occurring.
Farron explains: "Moral consciousness implies a kind of split, a fracture of
consciousness between a dark and a light side. Moral standards require the
black, the dark, and the black man to be eliminated from this consciousness."13
This contradictory positionality is embodied in the household workers who
are considered 'unclean' and 'untrustworthy' by their employers and yet are
responsible for cleaning these very people's most intimate spaces.
Cecilia's words also point to changes in the structural design of homes,
apartments and condominiums for workers. As apartment sizes get smaller,
workers are the ones whose bodies must be flexible as they make accommodations,
such as changing into their uniforms in the laundry room or foregoing use of
the bathroom during the entire day's shift, often of 12 hours or more.
Another interviewee, Juana, describ�d the situation regarding restricted
food and nutrition, and of being forced to eat food of a lower quality than
the food she prepared for her employer's family. Live-in workers are highly
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Yes, there is, there is discrimination ... for example, in the home! You can't
sit on the furniture of the employers, you can't eat in the dining room of the
employers, you can't use anything, you have to use your own bathroom. To eat,
you have your own plate, and separate spoon. You can't use theirs. You have to
ent& the apartment through the service door if the house has one. You can't go
through the main entrance, or otherwise, it's bad ...
Cecilia
Cecilia's sentence "Entras par la puerta de servicio, si la casa tiene (You have to
enter the apartment through the service door if the house has one)" illuminates
the importance of architecture in the reproduction of colonial relations inside
the home. While some homes and apartments do not have a separate service
entrance, most do, and others have separate ascensores de servicio (service lifts)
specifically for the maids and other workers, while the apartment residents
themselves enjoy the privilege of an exclusive elevator. Other structural issues
of apartment design affect how predominantly indigenous workers occupy the
space itself.
Now the apartments are smaller. If they don't have a room, we change in the
ironing room, that's where we change. Each time the houses are getting smaller
. . . and to use the private employer's bathroom is impossible. Yes, this is the
problem now. In many houses they just don't let maids use the bathroom . . .
because, well, they have their reasons. Well, sometimes they think we are sick
with the plague, or that we are going to steal things.
Cecilia
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dependent on eating food inside their employer's home as they spend the
entirety of their existence there, save for the legally required yet not necessarily
granted rest day (usually Sundays). The Household Workers' Law stipulates
that employers must provide accommodation and nutrition for their workers
according to the level of financial comfort the employer enjoys. However, the
kind of food household workers are allowed to eat as well as how it must be
consumed, exemplifies further the normalisation of their devaluation inside
their employers' homes.

employer's home. Herlinda, 51 years old and from Cajamarca, echoed these
sentiments of being trapped and left with only substandard sustenance.

res. But the treatment was awful, and th ey don't give you dinner or a snack,
Jbr instance. I only have breakfast and lunch until the following day that ...
you wake up at 5:30 in the morning without anyfruit, without ... just lunch
until the next day. Yes, so you have to work in the house without dinner. And
they don't appreciate you, you see.
And ifthere are sandwiches, ifyou serve the table ... For some reason not many
people show up, and sometimes sotri.e ofthe guests only eat the ham or the meat
and leave the bread, no? So the boss tells you: "Eat the leftover bread" when the
guest has already eaten the ham, or has eaten another part ... That is abuse!
Juana
Other women describe being only allowed to drink tea as breakfast in the
morning while preparing a large meal for the employer's family, or being told
to eat chicken bones, or nothing at all. Lidia, 48, from San Pedro de Lloc in
the region of La Libertad along the northern coast of Peru, told me about
the worst part of her job, the impossible expectations of employers and cost
displaced onto workers.
Sometimes, the poor girl has to be Wonder Woman, even if she's sick, she needs
to show up everyday, but there is a limit, isn't there? And it's a big sacrifice on
us. And they exploit us.
Lidia
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But ... they don't leave me anything to eat. They don't tell me if there's meat,
eggs or anything in the fridge. And ifI touched it, on Sunday they ask: "Ileft a
bit of steak there, have you touched it?" Imagine that.
So, she protested a day where I ate a bit of chicken, the employer. I
told her: '�Seiiora, there was nothing to eat for lunch, I ate it." Because I stayed
to wash the babies' clothes, their room, bedroom, toy room, I was cleaning
everything until three o'clock . . . She complained that why had I done with the
chicken! So, from then on I didn't touch anything. She told me: "There is pasta;
you could have done something with butter." What is pasta with butter? Just
pasta and fry them with butter, nothing else.
Herlinda
"What is pasta with butter?". speaks to the irony of the fact that Herlinda is
expected to cook delicious, nutritious and satisfying meals for the family, but
the employer (who would most likely fire Herlinda if she served the family
pasta with butter) demonstrates that she believes Herlinda to be deserving of
less - less quality, less food, less nourishment, less dignity as a human being.
Deeply rooted race and clas-s differentials take hold through the kind of meal
that is offered, how it is made available, and visual class distinctions take
hold through what food is eaten, how it is served, and where it is consumed
('servants' quarters' vs the main, centralised family kitchen space).
Inequality through design

These comments and experiences point to the deep internalisation of racism
which views the household worker as existing as a corporeal being, having the
very basic human needs ofhunger and thirst, occasional illness, and yet having
no other means of recourse to add�·ess these needs while positioned inside the

For an empirical example of the way that space is constructed to reproduce
these geographies of inequality, Daniela Ortiz de Zevallos, a Peruvian artist
of Spanish descent, utilised her racial and class position to create a project
entitled Habitaciones de Servicio (Maids' Rooms). 14 Employed to film wealthy
families on holiday at Playa de Asia, a popular beach resort near Lima, Ortiz
witnessed marked distinctions in terms of space and clothing in this exclusive
setting where young children frolick�d. She was given strict instructions,
which she followed, to "take care to ensure no housemaids appeared in the
footage". 15 The contradictory role of housemaids - absolutely required to do
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the work of caring for the children and yet made invisible and ignored through
zero presence in the video footage - captured the artist's imagination and
inspired her to launch several projects exploring the ramifications of subtle
and overt racist practices against household workers in Peru. Ortiz examined
the geographical layout of 60 homes in Lima constructed between 1930-2012
through photographs, blueprints of the floor plan layout, and made a spatial
comparison of the dimensions of the maids' quarters and the other bedrooms.
These homes are not tabulae rasae. They are the.foundation and entrenchment
of historical patterns of racist discrimination and servitude. Ortiz's project
highlights and challenges the implications of elite architectural practices as
thet replicate and reinscribe colonial relationships in the home.
As Edward Said states, "Decolonization is a very complete battle over the
course of different political destinies, different histories and geographies,
and it is replete with works of the imagination, scholarship, and counter
scholarship."16 Benjamin Orlove similarly notes in his article on race, geography
and 'postcolonial Peru': "colonial orderings emphasized historicized racial
differences among persons within a relatively balanced and homogeneous
space, while postcolonial orderings stressed naturalized regional differences
among places within a homogeneous, though covertlyracialized, population". 17
rThis social and political landscape of racialised hierarchies is still blatantly at
work in contemporary culture in Peru, denoting space according to value in
the elite homes of 80 years ago and today.
The continuity of the size of servants' quarters from 1937 to 2007, as
well as the distance between the 'servant's room' and the rest of the home,
is striking. Furthermore, separate entrances denote a value distinction, as
household workers must enter by the service entrance, unless an employer
specifies otherwise. Indeed, even in the most modern construction projects
happening across Lima's districts of San Isidro, La Molina, Surco, Miraflores
and Tesus Maria, large-scale condominiums and high-rise apartments still
include cuarto de servicio (servants' quarters) in the floor plan, complete with
an attached, closet-like bathroom and often no windows. Ortiz presented
her work formally but also, in guerilla fashion, distributed copies of a poster
from the installation that read: "Habitaciones de Servicio. No hay excusa
para su ubicacion y dimensiones (S ervants' Quarters. There is no excuse for
the location and dimensions)" around Lima and architecture schools in an
effort to disseminate a critique of the normalised maltreatment of household

workers, confined to live in tiny pockets of the spacious mansions that they
maintain in pristine condition.
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Delineation of space: the two worlds of Peru
During my Spanish lesson this afternoon, we were practicing the imperative.
My teacher, Rocio, told me to use as an example how I would talk to my
empleada [housemaid} ... you know, what commands I would give her.
Tohanna
Beyond the structure of the house and designed inequality, discourses carrying
racism, classism and gender-based discrimination flow freely and pervasively
around the city. Tohanna's teacher, Rocio, a Peruvian with strong Andean features
who teaches Spanish lessons to visiting tourists and expatriates, urged her to get
comfortable v-.rith the imperative tense by imagining a conversation with her maid.
In this exercise, Tohanna, 31, a white French Canadian volunteering in Lima, is taught
how to 'command' a fictional household worker, revealing how culturally acceptable it
is to speak to household workers as though they are a subordinate class. Additionally,
it demonstrates the perhaps reluctant, complicated complicity that the teacher has in
equipping foreigners with linguistic tools that perpetuate discrimination in attempts
to relate or show classed and racial alignment with the learner.
These discourses become materialised with regard to the limited future
options household workers in Lima have due to the nature of their work being
contained inside the home. Cristiana, a Limefia friend who has been involved
in household worker advocacy and empowerment for years, explained some
of the limitations placed on household workers in Lima. She described Lima's
dual-class society in terms of the way that specific jobs allow particular access
to education, decent pay, security and future advancement, whereas other jobs
offer no access to those options. A 37-year-old organiser who has been running
theatre groups, population education workshops and reproductive rights courses
for adolescent and adult household workers for the last ten years, Cristiana
notes, "There are two worlds in Lima. There is the world of the trabajadoras del
hogar (household workers), and there is the world of their employers."
Discussing these two worlds furthe�-, she elaborated about the lack of
possibilities for any kind of educational advancement for household workers
living in their employer's home.
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What you have here is that issues of discrimination and racism come together.
Look, domestic work is a profession, is a job, where racism and discrimination
come together as part of it. This isn't the case in other kinds of work.
Cristiana

home. Indigenous Peruvians are demeaned as campesinas (peasants), chicas
(girls), and muchachas (girls) - for instance, household workers being called
'girls' even when the_y are well into their 50s and 6os - and other tefrns of
disrespect, while the utter, requisite respect of Sefior {Sir), Sefiorita (Miss) or
Senora (Madam) is demanded by the employer's family at all times - and is so
ingrained that nearly anyone else they encounter in the home besides a fellow
household worker becomes a Senorita or a Sefior. In addition, because of their
darker skin colour and Andean features, language also functions to further
entrench colonial modes of thought, practices and cultural understandings.
This is witnessed throughout Lima's civil society, as household workers are
regularly restricted from entering private clubs and even certain beaches.
These racialised tropes are holdovers of colonial-era delineations of space that
preserved certain areas for criollo privilege, and they manifest themselves
in dress code requirements. Even those indigenous Peruvians wearing the
most on-trend, expensive clothing who show up at exclusive clubs with an
attractive ensemble of friends are often socially discouraged and denied entry.
A young Limerio friend told me a story of covering up his friend's denial at
a club by pretending that they were both too drunk to enter in an effort to
protect his friend's feelings against the normalisation of racist policies that
allow this abusive system to continue.

Similarly, Vanessa, a longtime feminist lawyer and domestic worker advocate
from Lima, conveyed how inherent racism is within Limeiio society. Her
organisation works to raise consciousness on the Household Workers' Law,
but this racism in household labour, along with gendered and class-based
discrimination, continues.

'

Racism is very strong in America Latina. Speaking of the importance of
decolonising relations of power, racism is a heavy part of this relationship.
It isn't just class exclusion, but also race, and gender. For this reason, the
job of household work demonstrates more than any other the intersection of
oppressions. I believe this is a really important dimension to domestic work,
because it speaks to the type of work, the type of employment situation, the
type of home, the space of the home, and the type of society we have.
Vanessa
In the same way that Fanon, in Black Skin, White Masks, understands the
power imbued in language - how speaking French presumes the collective
consciousness of the French including all of its overt and covert racism those in Peru who speak Spanish as either a first or second language (with
an indigenous language being primary) point to another moment of colonial
distinction. Fanon posits: "To speak means to be in a position to use a certain
syntax, to grasp the morphology of this or that language, but it means above
all to assume a culture, to support the weight of a civilization."18 Vanessa's
comment about household workers' oppression demonstrating a particular
kind of society is powerful, hearkening to Fanon's notion of the collective
upconscious (as "the sum of prejudices, myths, and collective attitudes of a
given group") being culturally acquired (rather than genetically) and thus
reinscribed through the reproduction of these oppressive relations in the home.
This intersection of oppression is demonstrated on the streets, when
workers wear pure white or light blue uniforms while pushing strollers
or walking dogs, and it is also manifested in their treatment within the

Roselia, a former housemaid who began working at the age of seven in her
hometown of Cajamarca, smiled and kindly asked, ''Amiga, tu nombre?
(Friend, your name?)" "Luz, coma... (Light, as ... )" the 16-year-old household
worker gestured up at the dim light, flickering high above us in El Bogar
de Rosita, the old home in Lima's Jesus Maria district. "Luz, ok, perfecta, de
Huaraz (Luz, ok, perfect, from Huaraz)." Roselia, who now runs advocacy
programmes and workshops for newly-migrated household workers, jotted
down a couple of notes and moved on to the next worker, also young, also
from the provinces. Aprons andgorros (caps) still in place from the morning's
cooking class, the group of nine househpld workers from the south, the sierra
(mountains) and the selva (forests), gathered around the table together to
discuss the 18 articles of Law 27986, the Peruvian Household Workers' Law.
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Regulating marginality, regulating discrimination? La ley y sus descontentos
(The law and its discontents)
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Roselia works with thousands of household workers each year, some of whom
are new to Lima and fresh from the provinces while others have lived and
worked in other people's homes for years. As the group talked about the law
together, Isabel, 29 years old and also from Cajamarca, commented on some
of the internal contradictions.

seven years, yet less than half of the already low Peruvian minimum wage. 'lhe
law can do nothing for Aimalinda with regard to this payment, since all that it
requires is a mutual agreement between the employers and the employees, vs
a set, defined bottom line.
El Hagar de Rosita takes on the task of diffusing information to women
working _and hidden inside of the home. Most are new to the sprawling, chaotic
city of Lima with its 43 distric ts, and yet all too familiar with mistreatment,
either by relatives or strangers. A radio programme broadcast by El Hogar
de Rosita at 8am on Saturdays gives news about the workshops, decent jobs
and the sense of community offered at this little oasis on a quiet side street
in a working-class district. They recognise that these women have been
conditioned to accept poor working conditions and justification for abuse and
lack of pay because of the structural setup of migration and dependency, while
architecture and employment practices continue to reproduce the dynamics
of colonial relations. Truly, this population has been disciplined, scattered
and dispersed into "compact groupings of individuals wandering about the
country in unpredictable ways"'2.

Hmm ... the law says one thing and it is impossible for the employer tO follow. For
example, say the person should workfor 8 hours - this can never happen! Never.
Ifyou get up at 7 in the morning and start to work, you cannot be done yet;
working until 7 is 12 hours. No, it's impossible. This part of the law is really bad...
,
Isabel
As discussed elsewhere19, Isabel's recognition of the fact that working hours can
hardly be regulated inside the home points to a failure of the state to recognise
the constant, repetitive, eternal nature of reproductive labour. However, in the
last ten years, Peru has joined the growing number of South American countries
advancing laws for formerly unrecognised and unprotected workers, a modern
twist on a law that usually prefers to look the other way regarding household
workers20• Only 0.1% ofthose workers enjoy the protections ofa written contract.21
Other women attending the law workshop tell stories of internal migration,
a common factor shaping the lives of those leaving the provinces to find work
in Lima. Aimalinda, a 27-year-old from Huancabamba, left her famil)' in the
highlands of Piura province tucked in the far eastern edges of the country
and migrated to Lima at age 13, where she lived with and worked for the same
family until age 19. "And how was your relationship with your employers?" I
asked. She instantly descri bed the slavery-like treatment that she suffered for
seven years. "Ellos no me pagaban (They didn't pay me)," Aimalinda explained.
They didn't pay her because she lived with the family and she didn't have to
pay rent, even though, of course, she was living only to work constantly for
the family. Now things are better; from 3-Spm Aimalinda takes classes, but
during the day she cares for her employer's young child and 90-year-old
grandmother. "She's equal to a baby," Aimalinda mused. The benefit to her
of living in is that she doesn't have to worry about commuting for 1-2 hours
each way from the poorer districts of Lima to the central districts where the
majority of wealthy employers are concent rated. Aimalinda is now: paid S/-400
per month (roughly US$160), dearly more than her nonexistent salary for
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A window display with maid's uniforms and Christmas
(Jecorations, Mrraflores, Lima. Peru, February 2014
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Lima's future: modernising inequality?
The more material wealth becomes concentrated in the hands of the elite,
the more domestic work becomes deeply entrenched, and the more extreme,
polarised race relations that recall colonial policies, practices, approaches
and understandings are further ingrained. The pervasive n ature of structural
inequality remains, lived out through the street, the home and the body.
In thinking about attempts of an oppressed, subjugated population to move
toward full social and political inclusion, the law is not enough to right centuries
of wrongs and to launch structural challenges against deeply embedded racism.
The Iclw remains one tool among many that fail these internal migrant household
wor�ers confronting Lima's contemporary colonial climate, even as broad
based efforts are made elsewhere to decolonise and disentangle the deeply
rooted social hierarchy and elite class understandings that pervade much of
Peruvian culture. As the so-called 'sophisticated' skyscrapers in districts across
Lima are constructed everyday, elegantly entrenching and reproducing colonial
power relations through employment practices inside the home, the misguided
national quest for modernity remains embedded in racism and inequality.
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